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Kinsky, one of the few really big palaces which ate kept
up in the grand style. If you happen to catch Richard
Tauber in Vienna you are lucky, for he and his wife
Diana Napier certainly know their way about. Ask the
Queensberrys, the Richard Hart-Davises and Captain
Tim Healy how they enjoyed themselves as their guests
one Christmas.
I have Tauber's old suite in the Bristol Hotel. Looking
at the Bosendorfer grand piano, I wonder how many
times, before his marriage, of course, it has emitted the
strains of "Ich lieV dich" for the famous tenor. The best
singer of Mozart of this generation, he is a supreme
artist when he abandons that vocal trickery which fills his
bank manager's heart with joy and that of the true music
lover with sorrow.
In England, at the first sign of snow and frost, anyone
who can muster a pair of skis and the leisure time makes
a dart towards the surrounding heights. Had we a
winter of more regular snow, I feel sure that each
Saturday and Sunday in London would see the younger
generation emerging from their houses carrying their
skis ready to take a train or motor-omnibus to the
nearest hills. In Vienna on a Sunday morning one sees
everybody making for the railway station, ready to go to
the heights of Semmering, an hour away in the train: to
the Austrian it is just the same as to the Englishman
getting out his golf-bag.
This north-east wind, with snowy conditions and
bright sun, provides an exhilarating tonic for those
who can stand it. These are the conditions which
prevail in mid-European cities all the winter; New
York is even colder. It is this cold which is said to
affect the Americans with their intense capacity for

